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Nhämirri buku-djulŋimirri walala.  

Dhuwala International Linguapax Award-tja mirrithirri manymak. 

Walala linguapax committee-tja nhina yukurra gapu-buḏap ga walala 

djarryun Yambirrpa School Council-nha ga Djarrma Action Group-nha 

dhiyaku Award-gu.  

Ḻätju mirrithirri dhuwala award nhumalaŋgu Yolŋuwu liŋgu 

nhumalaŋgu ŋaḻapaḻmirriyu ŋathilyurruna nhäŋala ga gatj’puyun 

dhiyaku goḻwu ga djamarrkuḻiwu. Yaka walala djälthina djämarrkuḻi'nha 

yurru waŋganykurru dhukarrkurru marŋgikuma, walala ŋaḻapaḻmirri 

djälthina bulal'kurru dhukarrkurru marŋgikuma djämarrkuḻi'nha 

yolŋukurru ga balandakurru.  

Bili ŋaḻapaḻmirri nhumalaŋgu bäyŋu mukthurra nhinana yukurrana. 

Ŋaḻapaḻmirri nhumalaŋgu nhinana yukurrana ḏäl ga ralpa warray. Ga 

nhumanydja  nhaltjan walala yurru?  Dhiṉ’thun nhuma yurru ga 

malthurra dhukarrwu Ḏilakthu nherraṉmaraŋala nhuwulurruŋgu. Yaka 

nhuma meṉguŋa ŋaḻapaḻmirriwu gatjpu dhiyaku goḻwu ga 

djamarkuli’wu. 

This International Linguapax Award is a great achievement. It is 

international recognition of more than 40 years of outstanding bilingual 

and bicultural education at Yirrkala, recognition which has not always 

been so forthcoming here in Australia. 

The Linguapax Award recognises the important role of the two decision 

making bodies for Yolŋu education at Yirrkala and the Laynhapuy 

schools - the Yambirrpa School Council and the  Djarrma Action Group. 

Both of these groups were established in the 1980’s and they have 

continued to meet for 30 years, upholding the vision of the Elders and 
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the expectations of the community by taking a continuing and active 

role in guiding Yolŋu education.  

The Linguapax Award is acknowledgement of the generations of Yolŋu 

who have believed and fought, and continue to do so, for a proper 

education for their children. They want a respectful and positive 

education where their children’s first language, Yolŋu matha and Yolŋu 

knowledge are an integral and major part of each Yolŋu child’s learning. 

A Yolŋu education which leads learners to stand strong and proud on 

their own country, speaking their clan language and English. The Elders 

believed their children had a right to learn using their own Yolŋu 

language and knowledge and that they should, as Dr Yunupiŋu said, 

“not have to leave their cleverness outside the classroom door”.  

The celebration of the Linguapax Award is a good time for us to look 

back and to remember the insightful vision and strength of the Elders, 

the Ḏilak now passed on, those Yolŋu warriors - both men and women, 

who fought for their and your Land Rights and fought for their 

children’s and grandchildren’s Right to a balanced bilingual education.  

It is also a good time to look forward and to prepare the ground for the 

future development of multilingual Yolŋu education fulfilling the hope 

and sustaining the vision for your children’s children.   

There is a long history of Yirrkala Yolŋu proclaiming their Rights and 

showing their resistance against the process of Balanda colonisation 

into their lives and their lands. In 1960’s Yolŋu Elders sent Bark 

petitions to the Australian Government protesting against the mining 

and town leases which were being granted over their lands - essentially 

an invasion of their Yolŋu country here in north-east Arnhemland. 

Those petitions were written in Gumatj and in English - because the 
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language used is always important. Perhaps those Elders could forsee 

the coming domination of the English language. 

Unlike many monolingual Australians, Yolŋu have a deep understanding 

of the importance of language, having always been multilingual - 

speaking and understanding a number of Yolŋu clan languages. In Yolŋu 

society your clan language gives you your identity: who you are - 

Dhuwa or Yirritja; which clan you belong to; which lands and seas you 

belong to; which ceremonies and song lines will be yours. Clan 

languages are fundamental to Yolŋu identity and must be maintained.  

It was not until the 1970’s that Yolŋu re-gained control of the language 

in which education was delivered to their children. In 1974 Yirrkala 

School started their bilingual program in Gumatj and English in the early 

classes. As we know, the early years of education are critically 

important years for all young children at school and for Yolŋu children 

this time should be spent immersed in Yolŋu matha and Yolŋu culture 

at home and at school. The Elders knew that English was necessary but 

they wanted a Yolngu school which respected Yolŋu knowledge and 

clan languages.  

The current direction taken by the NT government for Yolŋu children to 

have more and more English education at an earlier age, by pushing 

programs like Direct Instruction as the recent Wilson Review advocates, 

is not only bad education, it is assimilation. Article 14 in the United 

Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, to which 

Australia is a signatory, is very clear on the right to use Indigenous 

languages in education.  

A successful bilingual program needs Yolŋu teachers and literacy 

workers and during the 1970’s the mature-aged children of those 
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1960’s Land Rights Elders were encouraged to start their role as Yolŋu 

teachers and undertake training. Here was the next generation entering 

the battle  for Yolŋu rights as their parents had before them. By 1976 

the first on-site teacher education program was run at Yirrkala and 

marked the start of a number of successful community-based Remote 

Area Teacher Education programs. Graduates of those programs are 

still working in the school today. 

It is worth noting that by the late 1990’s the on-site tertiary training 

support by Batchelor Institute began to falter and ultimately failed in its 

committment to Remote Area Teacher Education. The Institute has 

ignored the necessary and critical role of trained Yolŋu teachers and 

literacy workers in bilingual education while simultaneously dismissing 

the aspirations of the Yolŋu community towards self-determination. 

On-site tertiary level teacher training appears to have been replaced by 

vocational training courses which may be needed but this is not an 

alternative for tertiary teacher education. Batchelor Institute and 

Charles Darwin University need to respond to the real stuation in 

Aboriginal bilingual schools and step back into community-based 

tertiary teacher education. 

The Elder’s vision of the Aboriginalisation plan for Yambirrpa schools, 

largely led by Mr W.W.Wunuŋmurra over many decades, was based on 

Yolŋu self-determination. Mr Wunuŋmurra oversaw the changes in 

governance through the establishment of the Yolŋu control structures - 

the Yambirrpa School Council and the Djarrma Action Group. Both of 

these groups positively changed the authority structures and the 

working relationships within the school.  
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At this time there were Yolŋu teachers in classrooms, Yolŋu doing their 

teacher training, Yolŋu literacy workers in the Literature production 

centre and Yolŋu teachers being mentored in the Principal and other 

senior positions. Another peice of the Aboriginalisation plan was to 

establish the Secondary program, implemented in the hope of yielding 

Year 12 graduates for further training and employment in the 

community. We now see the Government attacking this measure as 

well - effectively diminishing the potential of the Yolŋu community.  

While there have been many Yolŋu who shouldered the work in the 

formation and growing of the School Council and the Action Group over 

the past 30 years, the important work of Dr R. Marika and Dr M. 

Yunupiŋu must be acknowledged. They worked hard for Yolŋu 

education and Yolŋu empowerment by working closely with Elders in 

drawing upon traditional Yolŋu knowledge and philosophy to help place 

Yolŋu clan languages and Yolŋu ways of working and being into the 

whole school structure. Dr Marika and Dr Yunupiŋu were early workers 

in the continuing tradition of developing innovative Yolŋu curriculum 

which includes Yolngu Matha literacy and oracy programs, Galtha Rom 

workshops, the Garma Maths program and the Learning on Country 

program.  

Yolŋu in the 1960s had clearly seen themselves at a frontier and that 

their languages, culture, land, and indeed their very lives were under 

attack. Those Yolŋu were standing up for their Indigenous rights.  

Yolŋu in the 1980s were standing up for those same rights, including 

the right to determine and control the best bilingual education for the 

future of their children.  
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Yolŋu in the 2000’s are standing strong for their children’s future and 

the right to a well-resourced bilingual/multilingual education. This 

generation of Yolŋu have had to fight against the Government’s 

spurious four hours of English every morning plan.  

They question why the government is pushing forward on Direct 

Instruction - against community wishes - while ignoring the gaping hole 

in community-based teacher training for Yolŋu, essential for bilingual 

education. They wonder why their youngest children in Year 3  are 

subjected to NAPLAN testing in English literacy and numeracy when 

those children’s schooling has so far been mainly in Yolŋu matha.  

There are many more Yolŋu and Balanda colleagues who have worked 

at the school over the years and should be acknowledged. Some of the 

Yolŋu teachers who undertook training and who were founding 

members of the Action group and the Yambirrpa School council are 

here with us now. These Yolŋu, children of the Ḏilak now passed away, 

are today’s Elders and the guides for a diverse and proper Yolŋu 

multilingual education. 

Through the vision and strength of the Yirrkala Elders, the Ḏilak, and 40 

years of hard work by their children, today’s Ŋaḻapaḻmirri - Elders,  the 

Yirrkala and Laynhapuy communities have Yolŋu bilingual and bicultural 

schools under the direction of the Yambirrpa School Council. While the 

Djarrma Action Group continues the 30 year tradition of meeting 

weekly to develop curriculum and guide the delivery of quality two-way 

education programs at Yambirrpa Schools. Graduates of these schools 

have become the cultural, social and economic community leaders of 

today.  
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This is a story of struggle, of courage and of the determination of Yolŋu 

to shape their future in the face of relentless and rapid change. The 

International Linguapax Award is a great achievement for Yolŋu and 

their languages but let’s not forget that we still need Yolŋu warriors as 

the struggle is ongoing.  

 

Yo liŋguna marrkapmirri walala. 


